




EMP Media Services is all about creating a time capsule FOR one of the biggest things to
happen in your whole life! Capturing all of the moments, even the ones in between is what I

strive to do with every client I work with, from grand ball weddings, to backyard get
togethers! Because the thing I want to make sure above all else, is that you are having an

fantastic time, and I'm capturing every minute of it! 

When it comes to getting the perfect shot,
there is almost no limit. From getting my boots
in the water, to climbing up a submerged tree

in the middle of a bog, I always want to go
that extra mile for my clients (as well as the

shot!)
But something I want to make sure all of my

clients feel while working with me is
comfortable. Being in front of the camera isn't
a normal thing for everyone so I want to make
every experience as laid back as it can be, but

we also want to have some fun too right? 
Capturing you as you are, your laughs, your

tears of joy is my specialty! 
On your day, you guys enjoy your union, enjoy

your love, enjoy your moments and I'll be
there capturing all of those moments, even the

ones in between! 



"HEYO"
My name is Jeremy Hannaford and I am

obsessed with holding on to memories. Ever
since I was given a Canon Roll & Click at 10

years old, I knew I loved the idea of capturing
moments in time, whether they were friends,

animals or just the sunrise every morning. But I
never thought of making this love of mine a

career until I became a journalist. While
journalism wasn't for me, I was always elated

with how people responded to my photos. I
strived for "in the moment" photos, from

archery contests to a RCMP officer doing
tricks on a BMX bike. Even when I started

working in the film industry, those comments I
got were always in the back of my mind. I
never thought being a photographer was

possible but I never truly shut that door, and it
was a good thing I didn't! 

When an old high school friend asked me to
shoot their wedding, I leapt at the

opportunity. And I haven't looked back since! 
I've shot weddings in all kinds of weather be it
wind, rain or snow. I've worked from Mexican
Beaches to Quebec Shores! No matter where
or whatever element we are in, I always make
it fun! Every experience has been an amazing

one and I always look forward to the next.
Life gave me a second chance to try

something I feel passionate about, so I'm
going to take that opportunity and run with it

until my shoes fall off!



It's not every day you get married now, is it? You are about to begin the next biggest and
greatest chapter in your life and I am going to be there capturing every moment, big and

small! Above all, the most important thing is that you Enjoy Your DAY!  
Which is why I preface all of my clients with the notion that I want them to feel as

comfortable and in their element as possible. You are already so high on joy and emotion, the
last thing I want you to worry about is what the time is or poofing out the dress for shots.

Because like I said ... THIS IS YOUR DAY! Enjoy it for Pete's sake. So just keep rocking what
life gave you and I'll be capturing it all!









Jeremy worked closely with us
throughout the entire wedding
process, and was very flexible

when plans were changed due to
the pandemic. Through every step

of the way, he helped us, and
went the extra mile for

everything, from wading into a
river to get a better shot, to

coaching us on the best poses for
different settings. He worked

around our schedules and made
sure that we could shoot in the

settings and venues that we
always envisioned for our special

day. He also worked fast, and had
out photos printed and edited

before the dates that he promised.
The final result was one that we

were so pleased with, and left our
families and friends asking where
we had gone to get this quality of

picture!





When it comes to a second photographer, the question always comes up of whether or not it is
worth it?

There are multiple benefits to be had with hiring one to assist your main photographer. First
off, having two photographers allows for greater coverage of the day. It allows your

photographers more time to grab more moments from the day. From details to candids to
everything in between!

Another great benefit is it allows me more time to spend with you during the couples photos.
While we are creating some fantastic memories, my second is going over the reception hall
and getting all of those small details I would have to be rushing back to get if it were just

myself. 
I have a trusted college who is excellent to work with and is totally game for whatever comes

his way! We are like Riggs and Murtaugh, minus the mullets and badges!
 



1. Initial Contact

2. Meet + Greet (Zoom or Coffee)

3. Booking Time (Let's Put You In The

Books!)

4. Reading + Signing The Contract

5. Down Deposit Payment Via E-

Transfer to Secure Date

6. Planning Engagement Session +

Location

7. Receive Engagement Photos

8. Keeping In Touch During Wedding

Planning

9. Going Over Your Timeline /

Recommended Changes If Need Be

10. One Month Away, The Final

Preparations Begin!

11. Communicating With Any Final

Details That Jeremy Needs To Know

Wedding Day

12. Wedding Slideshow Sent To Your

Email

13. Prints + Foamcore Delivered

14. Online Gallery Sent To Your Inbox

(View, Share, Download + Shop)

15. Sit Back And Relive Your Day In

All It's Beauty and Glory! 

(This Is The Most Important One!)

 



On your wedding day, you are living your own fairytale story in the moment, so why not dip all the
way into turning your day into a story book!

Wedding Albums are a such a fantastic way to immortalize the moments of your day and they are
always so fun to put together! These 10x10 albums are made with great paper quality, wonderful

album design, and best of all, it contains you in it!
In addition to albums, I also have options for couples who like a few "outside the box" options for

reliving their wedding day!
Foam Cores are 12x8 light but durable prints that can be propped up anywhere! 

Puzzles are something new I discovered and what a wonderful way to relive your day while
'literally' recreating 



We hired Jeremy to do the
photography for our wedding
and it was a great decision!
Not only was he incredibly

professional and talented, he
was also receptive to photo
requests and shot lists while
providing his own creative

input and ideas to make our
photos really shine. He was

great at putting us at ease and
giving us time between shots
to relax those smile muscles!

My wife and I would
recommend his services for
anyone for any occasion,
especially those who are

“photo-shy” as he makes you
so comfortable that you can

almost forget there is a
camera pointed at you. He also
got our edited photos to us in
an incredibly timely manner,
I’ve heard horror stories of

people waiting 3 months and
longer for their photos, you

won’t find that with Jeremy’s
services!

 



If You Are Also Looking For A Videographer, Look No Further!
I love to do almost everything and everything when it comes to documenting

weddings, but I'm only one man! That's where Vancity Wedding Stories
comes in! 

Curtis and his team of professionals make literal stories with their films! These
guys have such a great eye for the cinematic flair and the put together some
absolutely amazing films! These guys have an amazing work ethic and always

surprise both their clients, and myself! 
If you are wanting more memories and moments than you can handle,

consider booking Vancity Wedding Stories and Myself for your special day!
You will not regret it!







WHERE TO BEGIN! Jeremy kindly accepted the challenge of being our photography with some
video for the full day for our wedding ... Jeremy has been extremely professional with

communication, attitude, attire, quality and his work ethic is exactly what you want for your
special moments ... You can have an open conversation about hopes and wants at any time and

work together to make sure the product is exactly or better than you imagined! He is the
photographer that will walk backwards into bushes to get the perfect lighting and be lying on

the ground, pressed up against a wall to get the perfect angle, and he will brush off your
husbands muddy shoes with his own hands so it doesn't show in the shot! He helped us laugh

when we were stressed and felt we were running out of time. He takes a moment to make sure
the lighting is just right so I have so many amazing photos. I even have some I didn't even think
to put on the shot list and these memories are going to last a lifetime. If you are thinking about
hiring a photography or videographer for your special moments then know that Jeremy will be

the one to help that vision come true!




